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Abstract. Ten years ago, Google released the first version of its new
operating system: Android. With an open market for third party applications, attackers started to develop malicious applications. Researchers
started new works too. Inspired by previous techniques for Windows or
GNU/Linux malware, a lot of papers introduced new ways of detecting, classifying, defeating Android malware. In this paper, we propose
to explore the technical difficulties of experimenting with Android malware. These difficulties are encountered by researchers, each time they
want to publish a solid experiment validating their approach. How to
choose malware samples? How to process a large amount of malware?
What happens if the experiment needs to execute dynamically a sample? The end of the paper presents the upcoming scientific challenges of
the community interested in malware analysis.
Keywords: malware analysis · mobile phones.
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Introduction

Research about Android malware mainly addresses three types of problem: deciding if an application is a malware or not (detection), classifying a malware
sample among families (classification) and explaining precisely what a sample
is doing (characterization). These three types of contribution require a dataset
of malware for performing experiments that support the proposed contribution.
Nevertheless, performing reliable experiments is not as simple as expected. In
addition with the difficulties to reproduce previous experiments, many technical
difficulties can have an impact on the results.
This paper summarizes the encountered difficulties when experimenting with
Android malware. In particular, we focus on the choice of the malware dataset,
that can have a large influence on the outperformed results. Finally, we discuss
the upcoming challenges when contributing to the field of malware analysis.
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Designing malware analysis experiments

2.1

Datasets

The choice of the dataset is of primary importance to discuss with accuracy the
obtained results. As Android is quickly evolving, malware samples are quickly
outdated and some of them cannot be installed on recent versions of the operating system. Thus, fundamental papers that have a lot of citations like CopperDroid [13], IntelliDroid [15], TaintDroid [7], to name a few, suffer from outdated
datasets or incompatibility problems. For example CopperDroid runs on several Android versions, which is fine, but uses three outdated datasets: Contagio
mobile1 , the Genome Project [17] and samples provided by McAfee. Contagio mobile is a blog which contains few samples, posted by contributors. The
Genome Project has now closed its service and the database cannot be accessed
anymore. Finally, the samples obtained from a collaboration with McAfee is of
course interesting but cannot be reproduced in other papers.
The size of the dataset makes experiments difficult to compare. For example,
a recent paper about malicious libraries [5] provides results based on 1.3 millions of applications, whereas the experiments of TriggerScope for dealing with
logic bombs evaluate the approach on 14 malware among 9,313 applications.
Experiments are difficult to compare when there is so much difference between
the processed number of applications. Additionally, most of the time, authors
have to reimplement previous contributions, such as TriggerScope that reimplemented Kirin [8], DroidAPIMiner [1], and FlowDroid [4], which is obviously a
lot of efforts.
New datasets recenlty appeared that try to address these problems. AndroZoo [3] is a large dataset of million of applications that is helpful for a having a
large diversity of benign and malware applications. In particular, they provide
pairs of applications that show that a lot malware applications are repackaged
version of benign applications. The AMD dataset [14] is another contributions
that provides 24,650 malware samples. Some contextual information (classes,
actions,. . . ) are provided that have been computed for a part by automatic
tools and for the other part by a manual analysis. We believe that these two
contributions for building reliable and documented datasets are an important
step towards reproducible security experiments, but some questions remain, for
example the lifespan of a dataset, used for training purpose [12].
2.2

Designing an experiment

From our point of view, designing an experiment for malware analysis always
follows the same steps. After selecting a sample to be analyzed from the dataset,
authors process this sample by applying static or dynamic analysis techniques.
Depending on there goals (detection, classification, characterization), they compare the obtained performances with the results obtained by other tools. Even
if this process is simple to understand, several question arise:
1
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Is the sample really a malware? Picking up some sample from large unlabeled
datasets or the play store gives a large variety of applications, representative
of the reality. If this effort is continuous with time, authors are sure to capture
new malware samples that appear on the play store before being removed. Then,
samples should be analyzed to decide if they are malware or not, especially when
evaluating a detection algorithm. For solving this issue, most of authors rely on
VirusTotal to decide if a sample is malicious or not. We believe that it is not a
good idea, because the analysis tools used by VirusTotal has no reason to decide
accurately [10], especially for recent samples.

Where is the payload? The answer should be provided by the dataset. Most of
papers use heuristics for answering this question, for example the approach of
Aafer et al. [1] that study the API used by each part of the code. The idea
behind this heuristic is that the malicious parts of the code use specific APIs
and can be exposed. Identifying the payload is especially important when studying multiple repackaged applications where the payload is hidden in the code
of benign applications. Nevertheless, five years after Aafer et al.’s publication,
the mentioned evasion techniques, reflection, native code, encryption, dynamic
loading are widely used by malware. Even benign applications now use packers
that use these techniques to protect their code [6].

Is the static and dynamic analysis possible? Most approaches analyze statically
the sample before eventually executing it in a sandbox or a real smartphone. Few
papers mention that a static and dynamic analysis can crash. As an example,
Yang et al. [16] report in their paper that the executed sample crashes 76% of the
time. The reasons behind these crashes remain unknown. It could be the setup
of the experiment that is not reliable with the studied sample, for example a bad
version of the operating systems, missing libraries such as the Google services,
etc. For defeating the static analysis, malware can introduce some artifact for
disturbing disassembly tools such as apktool [9].
Consequently, in the last years, we proposed several tools for automatizing
the static and dynamic analysis of Android malware [11,2]. Our intention is to
perform the classical steps of an analyzer: CFG extraction from a static analysis,
payload identification using an heuristic similar to DroidAPIMiner, computation
of execution paths, including the path that can use callbacks of the framework,
and finally dynamic execution with an automatic exploration of the graphical
interface. Additionally, we provide fallback methodologies when a difficulty is
encountered. For example, if the Manifest file cannot be decoded, we provide a
generated minimalistic one for our tools being able to run. Another example is
the ability of GroddDroid to change a branching condition to force the execution
flow towards a suspicious part of the code not analyzed yet.
Nevertheless, a lot of problems still exist when processing large amount of
malware. The next section gives an overview of the remaining challenges.
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Next upcoming challenges

As explained before, building reliable datasets remain a difficult challenge. Additionally, in some countries, sharing malicious codes is forbidden by the law.
Some samples can also contain piggybacked code from copyrighted benign applications. These difficulties should be addressed by international consortiums
that would provide a safe infrastructure for sharing resources. Such an effort
could also help on the dataset labeling i.e. by determining the payload location,
malware’s actions, etc.
Experiments are also limited by the devices themselves. As it is hazardous to
run a malware in an emulator, with anti analysis techniques, most of authors run
their experiment on a real smartphone with an eventually modified operating
system. In such conditions, running a clean execution of a malware, including
a smartphone flashing step, requires several minutes. If several environments or
parameters have to be tested the total running time becomes prohibitive.
Finally, these ten years of research efforts are intimately linked with Google’s
roadmap. In the near future, introducing a new operating system like Fuschia can
lead to the restart of many results, at the price of few novelty. In the meantime,
the ecosystems that Google try to promote has received few attention from the
research community. For example, Android automotive, Wear OS has not being
extensively studied and malware may exist on these platforms - if they don’t
already exist.
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